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As a third culture individual, having lived and adapted to multiple,
diverse communities, discomfort is a bittersweet challenge for me.
Switching homes and gaining versatility allowed me to understand
the elements that I strongly associate with my Ethiopian identity
and differentiate between contexts. Leveraging my resilience in the
design realm, I question and focus on the little details that have the
potential to make a big difference which can allow me to impact
specific communities and produce meaningful work that bridges
boundaries. Furthermore, witnessing how change can bring another
individual happiness sparks joy for me as I believe everyone deserves
a fair chance at finding comfort in the spaces they occupy.
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SLICED
NOOKS
Using a post-it note as a source of inspiration and a product to be sold
or used in an iconic interior, Sliced Nooks imagines a reading and writing
program that utilizes post-it notes as both an object and a concept. The
project begins with creating a magazine as an exercise to explore the hidden
qualities of the mundane object and generate ideas in the development of
a concept for the retail space to be designed. Assigned The Met Breuer as
the space for reinvention, the second step in the project was to reimagine
the iconic interior as a home for post-it notes. As a means of presenting
the process and design of the reinvention, a second magazine was created
which entails images of the designed retail space along with the program.
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Parsons School of Design
MFA Interior Design
Design Studio 3

Instructors: Paolo Agostinelli &
Livia Di Mario

Sept 11 - Dec 10, 2019

Illustration of the the two
post-it magazines resting
on a coffee table
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Magazine 1: Post - it Exploration
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In developing Sliced Nooks, magazine one explores the elements of the
post-it note that can be accentuated and utilized for the concept.
I was particularly drawn to the layering qualities of the post-it note,
especially when viewed horizontally rather than as a flat two dimensional
object. Additionally, after research on the creation of the 3M glue used
to give post-it notes the reversible removability quality, the magazine
was designed as a 10” by 11” size magazine bound using 3M glue.
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Magazine 2: Retail Space for Post-its within The Met Breuer

Presenting the design proposal in a magazine form, the set of images in magazine two
represent the process and design details within the retail space in The Met Breuer.
Taking the layering quality of the post-it note, the intervention for the
immersive retail space inside The Met Breuer involved creating a
layered wood material with linoleum flooring finish for the first floor in which post-its can
be picked up from to proceed to the ground floor in the quiet reading space program.
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Floor Plans
Floor 1

The intervention on the exterior of The Met Breuer
building is designed to interact with the public by
creating a playful indication of the retail service
the building offers inside while representing the
object as an iconic piece that acts as a
canopy at the threshold of the building.
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Ground Level

The first floor acts as the “retail” space where postit notes are provided on pedestals that are protruding
from the floor. Designated by the four original colors of
post-it notes, the object is offered the opporunity to be
viewed from the horizontal perspective as people reach
out to the pedestals and grab them for use. The ground
level, serves as a quiet reading/writing space where
areas for lounging, sitting and reading are offered.
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Sections

Views
Facing south, section A
shows the interaction
people have with the
pedestals protruding
from the ground on top
of which layers of postit notes lie on the first
floor. On the ground
floor, the columns serve
as post-it note pedestals
offered to readers or
writers.

The Post-it display station serves
as a space designated to display
the post-it notes stacked on top
of one another, emphasizing the
layering quality of the object

Section B shows the
transition to the second
floor where there is a
sunken seating area
designated for silent
reading separate from
the rest of the space.

As a seasonally engaging
space, the back wall serves
as a idea board with weekly
quotes displayed, allowing
users to grab post-its, write
responses and stick them on
the wall beneath the quotes.
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The book store in the
lobby area demonstrates
the layering and extrusion
quality emphasized in
the lobby as shelving is
created for both postit notes and books.

The lower level creates
nooks where people could
sit to read or lounge in the
bar area. It offers users the
opportunity to partake in
the activity of their choosing
in the space designated
for reading and writing.
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Viewing the lower level
from a different angle,
crevices within columns
are provided for the
placement and display of
post-it notes while canary
yellow linoleum flooring
material serves as a sound
proofing mechanism.

The sunken solace is
a space designated
for silent reading or
writing while it creates
an environment where
users can feel each
other’s presence
while performing
individual tasks.
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The Cushioned Seating Details

Private and enclosed, the
movable couch with built-in
wheels provides a space for
long hours of sitting to read or
write, aiming to mitigate sound
among other distractions.
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Pedestal Details

The square seating
designed for the sunken
solace area, offers storage
space for bags and books
during periods of reading
or writing.

The prefabricated pedestals and
layers of flooring in the lobby
will be a combination of wood
and linoleum flooring material.
The extrusions from the floor
are then given cohesiveness
while mitigating the heavy feel
of using concrete or stone in the
interior.
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DIFFA
DINING

Parsons School of Design
MFA Interior Design and Lighting Collaboration, 2019
Mina Guo, Stephanee Lee,
Mahder Kebede & Changchang Yang

Feb 24 - April 3, 2019

Awarded first place in the Dining by Design competition and sponsored
by Design Industries Foundation Fighting AIDS (DIFFA) to design,
build and install a dining space as part of a strategy to raise funds
for the fights against HIV/AIDS. As a collaboration of three interior
design students and one lighting design student, we approached
the project with a focus on the effect of lighting in creating a
delightful dining experience while evoking a positive message.
Photograph of the final
look at the Dining by
Design exhibition held on
April 3, 2019
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Design Options

Concept Development

D I F F A

D I N I N G

CONCEPT
Gandhi once said, “In a gentle way, you can shake the world.”
People tend to overlook how small changes can add up to
make a big difference.
People also neglect the fact that their minor “meaningless”
actions can heavily affect an individual. Whether it’s an act of
kindness or leading a community, taking a stance is what can
shake the world.
The wall material is moldable, allowing the users to make an
imprint through touch, thereby raising awareness of breaking
the stigma that are centered around HIV/AIDS. This interactive
wall will serve as a canvas for the users to leave their mark.

Handprint Wall

T A B L E

BUTTERFLY CONCEPT
The threads of wire formulate the shape of a butterfly, which symbolizes
growth, hope, and endurance. We chose desaturated colors of green, pink,
purple, and blue for their unique meanings within a larger context. Green is
associated with life, pink is the universal indication of love, purple represents
ambition, and lastly blue symbolizes faith.
Our choice of material is an environmentally friendly option of holographic
acrylic that successfully yet unpredictably produces these various hues depending on how the light bounces off the surface.
Concept Color

Holographic Acrylic

WORD CONCEPT

Positive words that provoke action written in ten different languages are
hung across each string of wire.
These words are designed to be dispersed from the center, tracing the shape
of the butterfly.
We picked 10 different language from all over the world, to represent that we
can choose to help and support one another through positivity.

As a fiirst concept
design developed on
Sketchup and V-Ray
for Sketchup, we
considered acrylic
material for the table
and chairs in order to
allow refractions of
light penetrating the
overhanging words
that are made using
iridescent acrylic
material with the
intention of creating
a web of words
swimming on the
homosote flooring
painted white.

Concept Drawing

Alternatively, we
considered using
wooden material for
the dining table with
a protrusion in the
center. The intent of
the opening being to
allow refractions to
pass through and hit
the ground successfully.

RENDERING ONE
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Material Sourcing & Budgeting
D I F FA

Work in Progress
D I N I N G

TA B L E

LIGHTING PROGRAM

BUDGET

SHADOW ANALYSIS

LIGHTING
Pathson Track Light (3): $52.99 // 3 x 6 = $318
LED light strip kit: 13.59 x 3 = $40.68
Shadow

POSSIBLE MATERIAL
Wall: $18.75 // x10 = $187.50
Crayola; Model Magic; White Modeling Compound; Art Tools; 2 lb. Resealable Bucket; Perfect For Slime Supplies Kit
Made with non-toxic formulas

Holographic Acrylic

Light Source

LIGHTING FIXTURE

5-Light Track Light

Wire Hook (24): $65.99 // x2 = $131.98
BYSN 24 Pack Heavy Duty Stainless Steel Cable Railing Kits for Wood Posts, DIY Balustrade Kit with Jaw Swage Fork Turnbuckle
Stainless steel → good corrosion resistance, toughness, ductility, and higher hot
strength.
Wire (3/16”, 250’): $68.91
Iridescent Acrylic (18”x24”, ⅛” thickness): $48 // x10 = $480
ACRYLITE® extruded sheet can be used at temperatures from -30°F (-34°C) up to
+190°F (+88°C), depending on the application. It is recommended that temperatures
not exceed 160°F (71°C) for continuous service, or 190°F (88°C) for short, intermittent
use.
ACRYLITE® extruded has excellent resistance to many chemicals including: solutions
of inorganic alkalies such as ammonia, and dilute acids such as sulfuric acid up to a
concentration of 30% • aliphatic hydrocarbons such as hexane and VM&P naphtha.

Photographs taken during
the building and installation
process at Pier 93 where the
exhibition took place.

FURNITURE
Table & Bench: $800

SUBTOTAL = $2027.07
3-Light Track Light

LED Light Strip
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Final Installation

The final decision was to go purchase a
wooden dining table and benches set. By
painting the walls and floor surfaces white with
an iridescent coating finish, light refractions
passing through the acrylic letters created a
multicolor web of words in the room. The design
decisions made paired with the concept of
illustrating positivity through design, produced
a meaningful installation with a unique look.
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DRINK
WATER

Illustration of
drinking vessel
and water
source

As the first project in studio 1 of the MFA Interior design program, Drink Water
was a very personal concept. The site of the project was a tight spot on the
third floor of 25 E 13th St, the studio building. The project focus was to turn a
seldom overlooked space into a meaningful moment through designing for the
act of drinking water. Unifying memory and sound, the concept of Drink Water
was to create an experience that celebrates the sounds and visual illustration
of water amidst a natural environment within an interior bound within walls.

Parsons School of Design
MFA Interior Design
Design Studio 1
Instructor: Allan Wexler

Aug 29 - Sept 30, 2018
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Iterations & Explorations

Final Vessel

The “qil”, meaning
vessel in Amharic, is an
object made of gourd
and used to pour the
the mixture needed to
make injera on a hot
pan in Ethiopia

As a final iteration of the vessel, the “qil” is designed
to celebrate water falling vertically from the source to
the user’s reach. The act of drinking water becomes
an activity that is reminiscent of being outside as
waterfall is normally heard, seen and experienced in
the natural environment. The material used to make
this vessel is plastic with glass pebbles covering the
exterior intended as playful reminders of water flow.
These decisions were made to shape the vessel
into an object that can contain and pour out the
water with ease while also considering the weight
of the vessel as it is placed in the user’s hands.

In these intial iterations,
I considered adding clay
and organic shapes to
both the vessel and the
water source.
Photographed above
is the tight space
between the elevator
and a classroom on the
third floor of the studio
building
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Exploring using clay as a
material that allows the shape
of the water source to be
moldable, I considered how this
organic shape can allow the user
to be reminded of the capture
of water from a natural source
as opposed to a faucet in a
kitchen interior
29

How the vessel works

Final View

Through emphasizing the act
of lifting the vessel directly
to the mouth, Drink Water
creates moments that allow
water movement to have an
effect visually and sonically. The
environment is given a symbolic
meaning while bringing outside
inside within an interior.
Shown above is the plan, section and elevation views of
the vessel. The diagram illustrates the mechanism in which
water is collected from the source, stored in the hollow
section of the interior and poured out through the opening
designed to let water flow in and out of the vessel.
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CONFINED
SECONDS
This project explores the act of designing within the constraints of multiple
factors. Assigned a confined space such as an elevator as the site while
considering 60 seconds as the allotted time it takes for an elevator to
travel up or down to the desired destination, Confined Seconds aims to
create a hyperawareness of time passing and space compression. Using
sound, movement and color, the elevator becomes an interior that affects
an indivdual’s mood, memory and consciousness of space confinement.

Parsons School of Design
MFA Interior Design
Design Studio 3

Instructor: Instructors: Paolo Agostinelli & Livia Di Mario

Aug 18 - Aug 29, 2019
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Initial Iterations

As an initial step to develop the concept for
the design of the confined space, I created
drawings in section and three dimensional
views to visualize the
effect of movement.
Through considering
the domino effect
as a means to
create movement,
the mechanism is
designed to make
the sound of clock
ticking as one flap
hits another every 15
seconds in a minute.
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Diagramming the Experience

While sound is a major component
that affects the experience within the
four walls of the confined interior,
the movement created by the
mechanism on the walls also creates
a visual illusion that allows the user
to feel the room compressing and
expanding. As the elevator goes
upwards, the room turns white as
the flaps vertically move upwards
while creating the clock ticking as
15 seconds pass by. On the other
hand the transition going down
transforms the room into a black
box. The design intention here is
to create an immersive experience
that emphasizes on space expansion
as the room turns white during
escalation. The concept comes from
a personal experience in which as an
individual with minor claustrophobia,
I imagine the confined elevator to
be a compressing space on it’s path
upwards to the desired destination.
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Elelvator interior & exterior diagrams

Floor plan of the
elevator shaft on
neutral postion
with flaps upright

Mirror elevator doors

Wooden flaps at
starting postion:
upright

Neutral grey ceiling
with flushmount
lighting

floor plan
scale: 3/4”= 1’- 0”

A

Metal exterior of
the elevator shaft

Neutral grey
ceramic tile
flooring
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Exploded axonometric
diagram showing the
materiality starting
position of the flaps
before the elevator
begins motion.

A

section A
scale: 1/2”= 1’- 0”

The floor plan and sectional
elevation views show the flaps
within the elevator before
the elevator starts moving. A
mechanism designed to shift
the flap upward and downward
creates the immersive experience
insde the elevaor by creating
a clock ticking tune while the
flaps visually transform from
black to white and vice versa.
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Timelapse of elevator descending

Timelapse of elevator ascending

00s

15s

30s
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60s

As the elevator goes down, the room
slowly turns black as flaps aligned on
thee walls of the interior turn vertically
towards the surface of the wall. The
surface of the wall will be painted grey,
as a neutral color that balances the two
other solid colors.Turning using a sensor
mechanism that allows one flap to
trigger the next movement, the domino
effect creates the complete transition
to a dark room by the time the elevator
reaches the ground floor. The sound
of clock ticking occurs on 15 second
intervals, considering the timeframe
of 60 seconds in which the experience
is designed to be accentuated.

45s

On the trip upwards, the room turns
white as the elevator moves up. With
a similar mechanism and process
as the transition of color when the
elevator is descending, confinement
can be retracted from the experience
of being in the elevator as the
room transforms to a white box
the more the elevator moves up.

30s

45s

15s

60s

00s
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DAY ONE AGENCY
307 7th Ave. 22 floor
New York, NY 10001
BAR HEIGHT TABLE

F1
In designing for Day One Agency, a leading market consulting company
who sought a modern resimercial feel in their new office space, the next
few pages showcase the drafts, concept development and modeling of
the furniture selected for the office interior. While serving the purpose of
enhancing productivity, the furniture designed for Day One Agency also
considers ease of use and atmosphere within the commercial office space.

DAY ONE AGENCY
307 7th Ave. 22 floor
New York, NY 10001

Date:
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1
2"

metal tubing frame
w/wire mesh, natural finish
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TV
WORK TABLE (SMALL)

F4

BAR HEIGHT TABLE

Dani Arps LLC
Design Assistant Internship

Furniture design for Day One Agency

F5

Oct 11 - Nov 15, 2019
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Oct 11, 2019

F2
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BAR HEIGHT TABLE

F5
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OTHER
WORKS
This section is dedicated to the collection of works I did as part of programs
I had been a part of in Virginia Commonwealth University and Parsons
School of Design. I selected these ten pieces of drawings, paintings,
surface research and modeling projects because I believe they represent
my visions and illustrate the subtle meanings I strive to imbed in my work.

Other Works
VCU Art Foundation Program &
Parsons MFA Interior Design
May, 2013 - May, 2020
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Monochrome Collage
2013

Portrait Graphite Drawing
2016

Self Portrait
2013

Wallpaper Painting
2013

Collage paiting of
multiple shades of
purple as part of the art
foundation program at
VCU Arts

Portrait hand drawing
of my college roommate
using graphite pencils and
applying various shading
techniques

Self portrait created
from black, white and
four shades of grey
square pieces of paper

Representation collage painting
of Richmond, Virginia that was
created after collecting and
combining five elements that
are reminiscent of the town
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Nook Interior Model View 1
2018

Nook Interior Model View 2
2018

View inside physical
model built to represent
nook space design for a
quiet get-away from the
loud streets of NYC

Second view of the nook
space in which card board
material is used to explore
shape and form designed
for the interior

Nook Interior Model View 3
2018

View of the adjacent
corner inside the nook
space showing the layers
of capsules within the
interior
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Wefted Pepper
2018

Pencil illustration of
a pepper in elevation
using contour
techniques
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Single Sheet Pleats
2013

Created nooks and crevices
within a single sheet of folded
paper in representing the
relationship between materiality
affects the shape and form I was
representing in the piece

Constructed Perspectival Representation
2018

Reinventing a
physical model into a
perspectival drawing,
the illustration connects
different moments
within multiple interiors.
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